MOVING FROM CONVERSATION TO ACTION: AN
INTEGRATED STRATEGY FOR INCLUSIVE CULTURES

REBECCA SHAMBAUGH SHARES HER COMPELLING
BUSINESS INSIGHTS, MASTERFUL STORYTELLING AND
PROVEN CONCEPTS IN KEYNOTE SPEECHES AND
EXECUTIVE SEMINARS TO AUDIENCES WORLDWIDE
Rebecca Shambaugh is a highlysought-after and recognized speaker,
leadership expert, and author.
She is the founder and President
of SHAMBAUGH Leadership, a
global leadership development
organization.
She speaks before thousands of
leaders around the world every year,
challenging conventional wisdom
and overturning assumptions about
how to lead in today’s business
environment. Her compelling and
new vision for leadership in the 21st
Century has electrified and inspired
audiences on six continents.
Rebecca partners with a crosssection of the Fortune 500, including
clients such as:
Her work focuses on the what
and how of organizational and
leadership transformation initiatives.
Rebecca also provides coaching
and consulting to senior executives
on personal leadership, team and

organizational development, and
strategy execution to optimize
overall effectiveness.
Rebecca has presented to
over 100,000 leaders within
organizations, major conferences,
and executive forums regarding the
21st Century Leadership Model and
her company’s research and best
practices for driving innovation and
high performing cultures through
cross collaboration and inclusion.
Rebecca has been showcased on
CNBC, TED Talks, Fox News (New
York), NPR, Washington Business,
ABC, and numerous syndicated radio
talk shows. She has been featured
in publications such as: The New
York Times, The Washington Post,
Huffington Post, Time Magazine,
Fortune Magazine, U.S. News &
World Report, and Entrepreneur
Magazine.

SPEECH TOPICS
• Make Room for Us:
Why businesses need to adopt
diversity leadership models to
survive in the 21st century
• Get Off the Sticky Floor and
Learn to Lead: How women
hold themselves back and what
they can do about it
• Leading in Challenging Times:
The politicians do know one or
two things after all

Rebecca Shambaugh understands how to succeed in this brave new era. She
shares her compelling business insights, masterful storytelling and proven
concepts in keynote speeches and executive seminars to audiences worldwide.
Rebecca calls for replacing outdated mindsets and thinking with Collaborative
Leadership. An Integrated Leadership approach combines the broader spectrum
of human talent and intelligence, the strengths of both genders, and support and
advocacy from the organization itself.
Rebecca provides a roadmap for organizations that want to succeed, based on
her work with companies, leaders and their teams on how they can create and
leverage diversity and innovation. She engages audiences in helping them find a
winning strategy that drives greater levels of innovation, growth, and profitability
while creating the most powerful competitive advantage on the innovation front.

Rebecca is the author of three bestselling books
that illustrate her unconventional and resultsfocused approach to creating great leaders:

Leadership Secrets
of Hillary Clinton:
Shambaugh’s
bestselling book
looks at the topic of
leadership in difficult
times through the
lens of one of our
most well-known
and powerful female
leaders. Clearly,
Clinton knows how
to prosper despite—
and even because
of—challenges.

Make Room for Her:
Why Companies
Need an Integrated
Leadership
Model to Achieve
Extraordinary Results:
An impassioned
argument for
women’s leadership
to the level of
the organization
and changes the
conversation
regarding women
in leadership to
essential and timely
action.

GET IN TOUCH

It’s Not a Glass
Ceiling, It’s a Sticky
Floor: Free Yourself
From the Hidden
Behaviors Sabotaging
Your Career Success:
A modern classic that
offers women leaders
practical strategies
for increasing their
impact, enhancing
their overall
confidence, and
stepping into their
own power.

“Rebecca’s talk was
excellent, very informative
and engaging. This was
the best talk I’ve attended
at IBM. Not only was it
informative but I will be
utilizing Rebecca’s concepts
in my career planning.” ~
Vice President, IBM
“The content Rebecca
delivered coupled with her
knowledge, experience
and expertise was a home
run. We could not have
executed this without
her.” ~ Sales Executive,
Marriott International

INTERESTED IN HAVING REBECCA SPEAK AT YOUR NEXT EVENT?
Email: info@shambaughleadership.com | Call our offices at 703.744.1065

